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Abstract

Vibration in piping systems is a significant issue for many fluid handling facilities. Damage to
pipe supports and fatigue effects on pipes, supports and equipment can lead to catastrophic
failure of the system.
Much effort goes into minimizing vibration in such systems. However, vibration can result from
resonance of the pipe mechanical structure or the fluid acoustics inside the pipe. Solutions to
reduce vibration differ whether the cause is mechanical or acoustical in nature. It is therefore
important to determine which one is causing the vibration.
A discussion is given on how to determine whether an excited vibration frequency is mechan-
ical or acoustic in nature with an emphasis on acoustic vibration. Solutions for each type of
resonance are discussed. For acoustic vibration, a brief discussion will be given on determining
undesirable pump rotational speeds so the system operation can be designed to avoid pump
operation at particular RPMs.
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